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THESIS PROPOSAL
The purpose of my thesis work will be to pursue connections between my personal
response to clay and to living forms, animal and vegetable. Through the necessary
research, experimentation, and historical review I will attempt to merge material, form




Two of my activities, planting and harvesting a garden and making and firing clay
vessels, are connected by my personal response to forms. These activities are also
connected by my response to clay, a living material, which becomes an equivalent for a
skin or a shell surrounding a living volume.
FRUITS AND FIGURES
I have watched vegetables grow in a garden. They take their place on the earth.
Responding to their environment they ripen in the sun. At the end of the season I'm
excited by the variety of forms; how the forms suggest figure, gesture, and erotic
qualities.
In the Fall these forms are always full. Their shapes allude to a structure that
is consistent with living, growing things. After their season, and as they decay, their
skins wrinkle and the fruit inside withers. A shell is left and the remains of a life
supporting structure lay open to investigation. I am attracted to the textures of
decaying life as well.
CLAY
I have always had a romantic notion about clay. Every time I center a lump of
clay on the wheel I am reminded that I am dealing with a material that has a mind and a
character of its own. Clay has to be met half way. The effort to center is always half the
effort it takes to push it there. Attempts to overpower the clay push it clear to the other
side of center. I think of clay as a being. We, in partnership, are able to make no more
than what the clay or I am capable.
Clay has limits. There is a tension set up ( an anticipation of collapse) when
clay is pushed to the point of cracking. I enjoy the cracks for this drama. I enjoy reading
the cracks as the effect of internal forces stretching the pot larger (to greater fruitfulness)
and the result of external forces eroding and imparting a sense of time.
Toshiko Takaezu has said about clay, "It is alive, you
know."8
Clay is alive; it is
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full of micro organisms which make it more slippery with aging. Feed it beer
or wine or
urine and the organic culture wets the clay making it more plastic.
Recent scientific
studies support the theory that clay, with the capacity to store and transfer energy,
was
the brewing pot in which life forms first evolved on Earth. This information has
supported
my efforts to produce forms in clay which would evoke a sense of life, like the
vegetables I pick in the garden and of figures I see on a dance floor.
INFLUENCES AND REFERENCES
FORM
I found a direct approach to the figure in a modern dance class. My instructor,
Elizabeth Clark, uses a theory called
"ideokinesis"
in her teaching. The theory simply
stated says, "a picture in the mind's eye can produce a physiological
response."
Imagining the quality of buoyancy, like that of a helium filled balloon, helps the dancer
express that quality in his or her movements, I believe this training of empathizing with
images and ideas helped me find translation of my ideas into clay forms.
Related, and from a different source, is Philip Rawson's phrase "athletic
sympathy".9 He contends that by imagining oneself moving as the drawing model
moves, one is able to render that movement more convincingly.
Other instruction from the dance class which became a vital connection for me
was the description of the energy contained within the space defined by a dancer's
outstretched arms. The space between the instructor's chest and her arching and
enveloping arms and hands became dynamic and charged with energy as she
demonstrated her point during class. I have connected this image to my memory of
Angela Fina throwing a cup on the potter's wheel. The dancer enclosing and giving life
to space and the potter opening a clay form and giving the void a sense of presence
were about the same thing. I decided to make pots expressing the dynamism found in
the figure.
In an abstract way, Chris Gustin captured elements of the figure and of clay
which interested me. In the pot illustrated (Plate no. 1) one sees
Chris'
finger tracings in
the clay. The pot is
"alive"
because of this recorded human activity. Chris says that part
of the preparation for making these pots was drawing and sculpting the figure. He




Part of my studio work was a figure sculpture class. Working with a method of
modeling that used slabs and coils, I produced hollow torso studies (Plate no. 2).
Familiarity with the figure from a number of drawing and painting classes and especially
from working in three dimensions in the sculpture class supported my work in clay.
I was inspired by the sculpture of Brancusi and Jean Arp. Using a quote from
Arp, Michel Seuphor says about Arp's work, "Like Paul Klee, Arp believed in the
essential naturalness of art - 'art is a fruit that grows in man, like a fruit on a plant, or a
child in its mother's
womb'
-
and his personal inclinations allowed him to develop his
art into forms buoyant with life."11
The same asymmetry which give Jean Arp's sculpture a lively, changing contour
when seen from various perspectives is found, in a subtle way, in the early Pueblo food
storage vessels. The hand building process used by America's indigenous peoples
resulted in pots which were not perfectly symmetrical. Even more dynamic is a slightly
modulated surface created by the potter's hand which brings a tactile quality to the
observer-holder . This enlivened surface is described by Philip Rawson as "life under
the hand".12
The forms chosen by the early Pueblo were often gourd shaped, reflecting an
earlier use of the gourd for storing and as a utensil for serving food and water. In deed,
the earliest examples of pottery from many cultures were given the shapes of the foods
which nourished the people. These utensils were therefore full and ripe like the food
stuffs they contained. I find the qualities of asymmetry and modulated surface, a result
of the forming process of early pueblo pottery, to be an expression of the growth of the
vegetable forms which they represent (Plate no, 3). The ollas are also related to the
dancer's arched and enclosing arms, full of energy.
A shape which stirred the greatest emotions in me while I produced my thesis
work was the swelling of my wife's pregnant belly. Even before conception, my interest
in pregnant shapes forecast this pregnancy. The strong reaction I had to fertility icons
and fetishes (Plate no. 4) and to generative shapes in general, was more than a
response to the sensual. I had found my connection to the reproductive process which
connects us all. Like the Pueblo pots which express the value Native Americans placed
on the food stuffs they contained, some of my vessels helped me express my feelings
toward and empathize with the new life growing inside my wife.
SURFACE
In addition to the tactile surface of pueblo pottery, I was drawn to the sensual qualities of
certain terra sigillata surfaces of Pre-Columbian pottery. Plate no. 5 exemplifies a
surface rich in color and texture. Visually, the pot has a surface which appears warm,
soft, and ripe. It has a color which eminates from within. In tactile terms it has a smooth,
modulated surface, inviting a viewer's touch with its sensualness. Unlike glazed
surfaces which can be hard, reflective and cool or cold to the touch, the terra sigillata
surface remains warm. The polished terra sigillata surface reminds me of the soft
responsiveness of clay in the plastic stage and of the softness of ripe fruit.
An influence from the painting world is matter painting exemplified by the work
ofTapies (Plate no. 6 and 7). I draw an analogy between paint being the material basis
of painting for the matter
painter1 3
and clay being the material basis of ceramics for the
potter. Tapies uses paint as medium for low relief sculpture. He utilizes the paint's
potential to negate visual space; and with the wall as his subject, he depicts a time
space. 'The corroded surfaces, fissures, and peeled areas convey a sense of
stratification, of one level below another, which is rich in evoked antiquity. The paint
surface seems worn by a duration of time greater than that of an individual
artist." 14
The idea of extended time in
Tapies'
surfaces became a reference for my work. The
idea of the material clay with its propensity to crack and peel when drying and its ability




The following helped define the creative process. In a Graduate Forum lecture
in the Spring of 1985, the late, Ron Padgham said, "One characteristic of the creative
person is
forgetfulness."
To explain: the artist has the ability to put aside the usual
connections, forget the established visual means of interpretation and representation,
and find new expressions. The references and influences I have referred to above
have not been used directly, they are the materials of my forgetfulness
- brought
together in new combinations in my work.
THEWORK
My thesis work began during the summer of 1984 with a struggle to identify my
intentions. The first step was to review my previous work and find aspects important to
me. The following is a journal entry.
July 30, 1984
The pots (for representative piece see Plate no. 8) contain a
variety of ideas developed from a number of influences and processes.
The egg-pod forms were derived from a process of working and
thinking in a garden. Depressions in the earth were cast and the
castings used as drape molds for egg and combinations of eggs. These
forms were then fired in the depressions (pits) first used to cast the eggs.
The idea of regeneration, forms and materials of the earth giving new
forms, was an important concept.
The squash forms were a solution to a problem of combining a
bulbous female shape with a linear male shape. The pieces evolved
into organic, vegetable forms. The pieces often referred to function; old
storage jars and cooking pots, which once contained foods and water.
Though the pieces in the slides are not functional their reference to a
function serves to enrich their
presence."
One criticism of the work was that the surface of the pieces was left to the
randomness of the pit firing process. My thesis work was an attempt to gain control of
the firing process, to imbue a surface with qualities which support the concept found in
the shape of a piece. The realization of this control was full of experiments involving
both form and surface, using various firing techniques and clay bodies.
In the Summer and Fall quarters I searched for clay bodies, glazes, and slips
which flashed in reaction to the wood fire and wrinkled, mottled, and orange peeled in
reaction to the salt atmosphere. Aesthetically, I was pleased when the surface
appeared to be an integral part of the structure of the containing material (the clay
shell).
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The following three (3) descriptions are of pots which became touch stones for my final
thesis work.
Plate no 9 is a pot made with a porcelain clay which flashes and records fly ash
well. The result is a tactile surface. Close examination shows cracks resulting from
stretching and twisting. An overall sensuality is recorded on the surface and in the form,
a quality I pursued through out my thesis work.
Plate no. 10 is a more vegetable-like form, glazed and salt fired with wood. The
surface reveals a wrinkling, pig skinning, of the surface, a quality used in later work, see
Plate no. 19.
Plate no. 11 shows a small pot, glazed white, wood fired, and sand blasted. The
resulting marble-like surface intrigued me for its reference to another material. The
texture produced by sand blasting relieved the surface of its hard, cold reflectiveness. It
was made more approachable.
In all three of these vessels the forms were taken out of symmetry and given
figurative stances and proportions. Interest in these shapes is heightened when viewed
in the round (Plates no. 11 and 12 are of the same pot) Their contours change, revealing
a different shape from each vantage point. This element of changing contour was used
in later work to express a sense of life.
A quote taken from my journal regarding Arp's work:
"Although all his sculptures are torsos, the torso is refined to a
biomorphic shape. Solids and voids creat a sense of pulsating life which
makes the figure move and change form before our
eyes"
All my vessels were started on the potter's wheel and then altered. On the
wheel, finger ridges were ribbed clear. This eliminated hints of the forming process.
Ribbing combined with the pushing and pulling of the pot out of symmetry were active
attempts to free the final form from the more static aspects of the machine process. The
pots literally grew and took on a life of their own as I worked them in my lap.
The final pieces began to take form at the end of Fall quarter when I changed to
earthenware clay and to garbage firing. This material and firing technique enabled me
to increase the frequency of firings and to expand the range of surface treatments. Terra
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sigillata was sprayed and brushed on the surface of the pots to capture smoke patterns
and flashing from the organic and inorganic materials burned in the firing. Various
clays were tested as terra sigillatas. Colorants were added to the terra sigillatas and to
white engobes. Colorants tested included metallic oxides, Mason stains, and metallic
sulfates. Salt soaked combustibles including rags, straw, coffee grounds, fruit peels
and egg shells and these same combustibles without salt were packed around the pots.
The results were encouraging. The salt seemed to vitrify the terra sigillata
surface causing the layer to wrinkle and crawl. The temperature of the firing and the
atmosphere in the kiln proved to be important variables in determining results. The use
of combustibles with their effect of local reduction tended to neutralize the colored
surfaces. However, there was no depth, the surfaces were dry and lifeless.
Then an important discovery was made. I experimented with vermiculite as a
medium in which organic and other inorganic materials were suspended. I built
saggers into which I placed pots surrounded by this vermiculite medium. The
vermiculite held the reactive materials close to the pot throughout the firing. This
allowed me to control the surface patterning caused by the reactive materials. Where
patterning was not desired I could effect a general reaction over the whole surface.
Continuing this experimental approach, I soaked vermiculite in a salt brine
solution and in a solution of metallic sulfates, (see Appendix). These variously treated
vermiculite mediums were dried and distributed around the pots in saggers. The effects
were more definite, more brilliantly colored, and to some degree reproducible. Again,
firing temperature and kiln atmosphere affected the results considerably. I was
interested in the drying cracks of slipped surfaces for their illusion to time and surface
movement. Experimentation led to a method of inhibiting the cracked layer from flaking-
off the pot. I used an engobe on bone dry clay meant for application to wet clay (see
Appendix) to encourage cracking. When I sprayed terra sigillata heavily over the
freshly applied engobes the desired shrinkage cracks would develop but the terra
sigillata would seemingly act as a seal and prevent rapid drying of the surface. The slip
would not curl as much and would adhere during the firing, (see Plate no. 1 5)
I was initially intrigued with the brilliant orange color produced using Calvert
clay as a terra sigillata. The color radiated from deep within the vessel surface. The
color seemed as energized as the form (Plates no. 14 & 16). The patterns produced by
the sulfated vermiculite were painterly and suggested environmental forces working
on
the surface (Plate no. 17). A medium reduction firing of the Calvert terra sigillata took
the red to an occasional bronze green (Plate no. 18). The red color was retained in
firing from c/06 to c/04. Its smooth shiny surface would begin to dull at c/04.
In proximity to salted vermiculite, the Calvert red dried and changed color from
pink to very dark, red-black. When approaching c/03 pig skinning developed and
cola-
bleached to a tan color (Plate no.19). At this higher temperature the results were
unpredictable.
After the initial intrigue with Calvert terra sigillata I pursued a more subtle
coloration. This was a result of my developing an appreciation for Hans Coper's pot
surfaces (Plate no. 13). His surfaces are a result of layers of slip and oxide washes
burnished after successive firings. The firing vitrified the surface coating enough to
produce a visual depth. The two lighter colored pieces (Plates no. 15 &20) were the
result of mixing sulfates and white engobe (see Appendix), pouring the engobe over
green ware, immediately spraying with white terra sigillata, and firing in sulfated
vermiculite medium. The resulting visual depth is the result of the red clay body
emerging through the slightly colored and slightly vitreous engobe surface and the
sulfated vermiculite interacting with the same surface.
There are formal aspects of my work which have not been presented in this
more technical discussion.
The circular rim is an important aspect of my vessels. This rim is a vestige of
functional pottery. It gives access to what Philip Rawson calls "potter's space", imbuing
an otherwise sculptural form with an anthropoid
presence.15
The tension between this single aspect of utility and the vessel's otherwise
sculptural quality are an integral part of each piece. The rims are a relatively static
counterpart to the sensed pressure and activity of the interior and to the visually
textured and tactile exterior surfaces. This tension is reiterated in a number of formal
relationships and became a major theme in my work. There is a fusion of the opposing
qualities of male and female, of growth and decay. There is a tension between the pots
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balanced stance and the sense of movement; between the sensed internal forces
pushing-out and the restraining, taunt skin; and the tension between the soft,
smooth
seemingly supple surface and the fired, hard and brittle shell.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
I pursued processes for both predictable and unpredictable results. Conscious
decisions directed the preparation for each successive firing. I searched for forms and
surfaces with references to concepts and processes beyond that made by my initial
contact with the clay. I developed surfaces with strong references to skin and shell, to
time, to the clay; and to clay's capacity to record the process of "becoming".
The most successful works are those which are both open for interpretation and
allow an empathetic response from the viewer. They are represented by plate nos. 14,
16,18, and 19.
My work is a projection of my values and experiences. By making these pots I
have gained an understanding of the mysterious presence of the vessel form and have
gained an understanding of myself as well.
The following quote spoke very strongly to me as I was researching this paper.





- the idea of
"spirit"
used by primitives to imbue inanimate objects
with supernatural powers.
". . . this spirit is the unconscious. It always manifests itself when
conscious or rational knowledge has reached its limits and mystery sets in,
for man tends to fill the inexplicable and mysterious with the contents of his
unconscious. He Projects them, as it were, into a dark, empty
vessel."15
The following story tells how absorbing the act of projection was for me.
Through the later months of my work i made a number of pots
documenting the growth of my yet unborn twin daughters. Their growth,
evident from the growing size of my wife's belly and from the vision that
ultra sound regularly provided, inspired my work.
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One night as I walked past these pots I touched one with my foot.
It fell against the potter's wheel, breaking the rim into a number of pieces.
Unable to throw the pot away because of its reference to the children, I
gathered the broken pieces and put them in the pot.
Later, I brought it home with the others and stored them in the
garage. My wife noticed the pot and feeling very attracted to the broken
"twin"
removed it from the box to hold it. Seeing it was shattered and
finding the pieces inside she carefully pried the rim open and replaced
and glued each of the broken pieces back into place.
The pot was on the table that evening, and I felt that the spirit of
both the potter and the child healed.
The children were born within the week. Only at the end of
summer did I tell my wife about the direct reference of the pots to the
children, the story of one of them breaking, and the significance of her
repair.
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Added by dry weight to warm tap water then mixed and allowed to stand for at least one
(1) hour.
potassium bichromate 10 %
copper sulfate 10 %
iron sulfate 6.3 %
cobalt sulfate 6.3 %
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Enaobe and Sulfate Solutions
To dry engobe ingredients above I added:
potassium bichromate 10 %
copper sulfate 10 %
iron sulfate 6.3 %
cobalt sulfate 6.3 %
Salt Brine Solution
To two (2) gallons of warm water I added two cups of granulated table salt.
Salting the Vermiculite
I added no. 2 vermiculite to one (1) gallon of salt brine solution until the brine was
completely absorbed. The resultant vermiculite-salt medium was then suspended on a
screen to dry before use in the saggers.
Terra Sigillata Receipt
Kentucky special was used for white terra sigillata
Calvert clay was used for red terra sigillata
Slake 10 1/2 lbs. dry clay in
3 gallons H20
Add 48 grams lye (sodium hydroxide)
Stir and let settle fa 24 hours
Siphon approximate middle third for a specific gravity of between 1.08 and 1.10 for a self
polishing terra sigillata
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